Cloud folatin

This work represents my St. Mary’s Project, part of the liberal arts curriculum of
St. Mary’s College of Maryland. It consists of a number of comics illustrating what I
think are some key concepts in Philosophy of Mind generally and Philosophy of
Artificial Intelligence generally.
The comics are arranged in a hybrid order based on both topic and chronology.
Ideally they begin with our earliest, most commonsense views of mind and move towards
our newest, more radical views. At the end of every section or subsection will be a black
box with some questions to consider. These are not intended as mere summaries, but
rather the questions raised are meant to spark further thinking about the topic. Each
comic is done in a different style, sometimes to highlight certain thematic elements of the
topic at large, other times for variety. While I use some technical jargon, I believe that
these comics will be intelligible even to the philosophically-untrained reader. In addition
to this document, the comics are also available online at macorrellsmp.wordpress.com,
with all of the features that one expects from this whole internet business.
It is my goal that, after reading these comics, you will be prepared to tackle more
dense works in modern Philosophy of Mind, armed with a familiarity with some of the
key terms and positions in the field. And a good thing, too: the emerging field of AI will
soon begin to pose philosophical questions that cannot be ignored. It is possible that by
the close of the century advances in artificial intelligence will make questions of the
moral standing and nature of artificial minds ones that are not merely idle speculation for
philosophers but questions of the utmost importance on an international scale.
Too often philosophy lags far behind our scientific progress; such was the case
with the harnessing of atomic power, to the loss of the world. The solution is not to
artificially slow down the progress of science (if such a thing is even possible) but for
philosophers to look past the horizon of current technology and so avoid being caught off
guard by a shift in paradigms. A couple dozen pages of comics will not even begin to
solve this problem, but hopefully this briefest of introductions will allow you to attain the
background that will allow some more serious work on the problem.
This work would’ve been impossible without the patience of my advisor Michael
Taber, the support of my family, the good humor of my friends, and the kindness of all of
the above.
-Michael Correll, April 2009

The preceding comics should by no means be taken as the final word on the
subject of the philosophy of Artificial Intelligence; if anything, they are meant to whet
the appetite for more serious follow-up study. My goal was to distil my thinking about
the subject to the simplest elements so that I could give the briefest of overviews of the
breadth and depth of that strange intersection of computer science, philosophy,
neurology, and psychology that is AI.
The anthologies The Nature of Mind (ed. Rosenthal, Oxford, 1991) and The
Mind’s I (ed. Hofstadter and Dennett, New York, 2000) were instrumental in the
completion of this work, but I also consulted The Conscious Mind (Chalmers, New York,
1996), Brainchildren: Essays on Designing Mind (Dennett, Boston, 1998), and Artificial
Minds (Franklin, Boston, 1997). If you are interested in more detail in any of the
subsections of my work (and I hope you are), I have provided the following list of
seminal papers and important books organized by topic.
Mind/Body Dualism:
Descartes, Meditations on First Philosophy (Meditations II and VI most
pertinantly)
Ryle, “Descartes’ Myth”
Smullyan, “An Unfortunate Dualist”
The Mechanical Turk/Deep Blue:
Hsu, Behind Deep Blue: Building the Computer that Defeated the World
Chess Champion
The Turing Test:
Dennett, “Can Machines Think?”
Turing, “Computing Machinery and Intelligence”
Behaviorism and critiques:
Chomsky, “A Review of B.F. Skinner’s Verbal Behavior”
Pinker, The Language Instinct
Functionalism and critiques:
Block, “Troubles with Functionalism”
Jackson, “What Mary Didn’t Know”
Nagel, “What is it Like to Be a Bat?”
Putnam, “The Nature of Mental States”
The Chinese Room:
Searle, “Minds, Brains, and Programs”
Eliminative Materialism:
Churchland, “Eliminative Materialism and the Propositional Attitude”
Dennett, “The Unimagined Preposterousness of Zombies: Commentary on
Moody, Flanagan, and Polger”
Rorty, “Persons Without Minds”
Of course this is not an exhaustive list, but if you can work past the occasionally
esoteric terminology of philosophy papers this ought to provide a good background for
further investigation. Noticeably absent from my discussion are the fascinating fields of
embodied cognition and phenomenology in general. I won’t lie; other than brief dabbling

with Heidegger my background is almost exclusively analytic rather than continental.
That being said, the work of Rodney Brooks at MIT offers an interesting alternative to
what is typically referred to as the “information processing” modality of AI, which is the
view that the mind’s primary job is to gather information from the environment and
process it into useful behavior. Brooks thinks that internal representation of facts in the
brain is a much smaller part of mind than is typically thought. Without using any real sort
of internal representation, Brooks has been able to create robots that engage in pretty
sophisticated behaviors. For a slightly less conventional view, biologist and philosopher
Francisco Varela’s quasi-spiritual works on the self and cognition will offer more than
enough to ponder for those of you who are suspicious of the concept of the self, and
science’s interaction with the world in general.
Now that the bookkeeping is out of the way, I suppose I should answer the
question that I posed at the outset: can machines think? Will machine thought ever
resemble flexible, creative, intelligent human thought? I think already the question is
moving from the realm of the philosophers and inexorably onto the laps of the engineers.
Take a complex system like the Google search algorithm. It performs an enormously
complex task (sorting through millions of websites to return only relevant ones), and does
so with the aid of a constantly evolving semantic net that knows that when you type “cate
reciped” you most likely meant “cake recipes.” This is no easy task, and requires a lot of
abilities we would otherwise consider exclusive to the purview of intelligent beings. Of
course, Google is far from intelligent; but it is one of the closest things to an intelligent
machine entity currently in use. The Amazon.com and Netflix recommendation systems
are also surprisingly supple and intelligent systems, capable of giving meaningful results
given widely disparate data despite the fact that they are little more than fiendishly clever
simple algorithms for drawing connections between disparate data, aided by access to an
enormous database of user feedback.
You will notice that I have again ducked the question. I have said that there are
surprisingly intelligent systems, but I have said nothing about humanly intelligent
systems. I do not think such systems are impossible, and in fact I think that there will be a
lot of systems that will meet or exceed human performance in a number of key areas (or
already have). The construction of flexible intelligent systems seems inevitable given
both the sheer number of useful applications that would benefit from AI, and the amount
of research and interest that is directed towards solving the problem. Granted, one of the
many philosophical critiques of AI might cause researchers to have to drastically rethink
the problem (as they did after the early overoptimistic failures of AI, and the later “AI
winters” of the late 70’s and late 80’s), but I do not think the project is doomed in
principle.
The biggest philosophical obstacle to artificial intelligence (as opposed to the very
real obstacles of cost, computing power, and other engineering concerns) is in my
estimation the creation, from the ground up, of the capacity for an artificial system to
sensibly create heuristics that deal with complex environments. The AI systems we have
today are usually brittle or of incredibly limited domains. And while this might be

because we just haven’t thrown enough computing power at the problem, I think it is
more likely that there is something brittle and limited about the way we currently
construct and think about AI. While we still think of AI as the labeling of stimuli from
the environment and the manipulation of logical propositions connected with those
stimuli, we inherently limit the domain of our AI applications. I think a better approach
would be one connected with the inherent modularity and multiplicity of mind (the socalled “Society of Mind” championed in the some of the works of AI researcher Marvin
Minsky). This approach builds up a system that is capable of dealing with many different
situations through the creation and manipulation of small agents (or demons, or
capacities, or talents, or whichever term you prefer) that handle individual tasks. Through
the interplay of many of these agents, a mind is created.
What then of the criticisms given by Nagel and Searle in the comics above? How
can semantic meaning arise from pure syntactic interactions? How can the objective
interactions of the physical create the subjective language of raw feels? They are related
questions, and ones that I will deal with perhaps a little too flippantly. Firstly, how does
semantics arise in the human brain? And how does the objective physical brain create
subjective experience? The fact that we cannot answer these questions for our own case
means that the assumption that a computer in principle cannot fulfill these same
obligations is an argument ad ignorantiam. I see no reason in principle why a computer
cannot have subjective experiences (whatever those may be) in the same way a human
might, and until we have a better idea on what is meant by consciousness or subjectivity
most arguments for the impossibility of AI reek of biological chauvinism, the assumption
that because the biological brain is the only intelligent thing we know, it is the only
possible intelligent thing. Compare the similar initial incredulity that greeted the notion
that the other stars in the sky might be suns with their own solar systems and possible
forms of life.
The current AI project is a little scattershot. Some (the neurologists and cognitive
psychologists, mostly) are investigating the neurological bases of cognition in the human
brain, and then attempting to implement those structures on a computer. Others
(computer scientists et al.) are attempting to start by designing computer systems with
certain logical architectures, and scaling them up until they can compete with human
intelligence. Finally, the roboticists (both the traditional ones at the ones inspired by
Brook’s representation-less ideas) are hoping that using computational techniques in a
complex real-world setting will generate results. I am of the opinion that these
approaches, while I doubt they will all dovetail and meet in the middle somehow (I think
it as practical and likely as a chemistry completely subsuming biology; many of these
approaches operate on drastically different levels of description and so will not likely
play nice together) I think that all of these approaches add knowledge to our
understanding of intelligence. A successful artificially intelligent system would almost
certainly bring to the table knowledge gained from many (if not all) of these approaches.

What if we do succeed, what then? You will notice that I have studiously avoided
the ethical and political ramifications of intelligent machines. What rights ought an AI to
have, given the fact that the machine would likely have radically different properties
when compared to a human being? Is turning off an AI the same as murder? If we can
make an AI, ought we to make one? These questions have no easy answers. Much like
with the creation of the atomic bomb, the creation of a self-aware intelligent AI will have
to spark large changes in the interaction between science and society.
An even more fascinating concept is the idea of the “technological singularity”
championed by futurists such as Raymond Kurzweil and Vernor Vinge. They postulate
that the scientific progress of the human race is increasing at an exponential rate; while
thousands of years passed from the invention of the written word to the first printing
press, the first powered flight was followed a mere half-century later by our first moon
landing. Technology allows for faster invention, which allows for more technology, etc.
Once we have an artificial intelligence capable of increasing its own intelligence in the
same exponential fashion, or we can increase our own intelligence using biological
innovations, then this progress will increase at an even faster rate. At some point the rate
of innovation will be asymptotic as human innovation becomes increasingly guided by
super-human intellects, whether these intellects are AIs, “augmented” humans, or some
combination of the two. At some point speaking of “human” society will be an
anachronism. An interesting idea, to be sure, but tinted by the grandiose notions and
assumptions that often mar futurism as a predictive tool.
I think a self-aware AI would in large resemble a human being. After all, we have
only ourselves as examples of a self-aware intelligent being from which to study, so it
makes sense that the broad outline of an AI would have not a few similarities with
ourselves. The capacities of a computer to be copied and the modularity of computational
systems might add some interesting wrinkles, however. Imagine a personality that could
be copied identically and implemented on a number of systems, or a personality that
could be made twice as intelligent or twice as creative with a simple upgrade or two. And
of course form will follow function; there is no reason that an AI designed to, say, prove
number theory results would have anything more than a passing resemblance to an AI
designed to defuse bombs in the real world, let alone the consciousness of a human being.
Of course we are engaging in the popular philosophical pastime of counting our
chickens before they hatch. I think a number of the objections raised in the preceding
pages will seem quaint and outdated from the vantage point of 50 years hence, much as
the state-of-the-art computer of the last decade is a laughable antique today. We still have
quite a bit to do before we can consider the AI problem solved, and it might turn that
there are problems that are beyond our ability to solve. As unhelpful as it is to say this,
time will tell which branches of AI research are fruitful and which are not.

